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SAT® Suite of Assessments

Beyond Tests, More Opportunities

**PSAT™ 8/9**
sets readiness baseline

**PSAT/NMSQT® and PSAT™ 10**
allow check-in on student progress

**SAT®**
connects students to college
Scores
SAT® Scores and Subscores

1 Total Score
400–1600 Scale

2 Section Scores
200–800 Scale

3 Test Scores
10–40 Scale

2 Cross-Test Scores
10–40 Scale

7 Subscores
1–15 Scale

3 Essay Scores
(Optional)
2–8 Scale

Total Score
Evidence-Based Reading and Writing
Math

Reading
Writing and Language
Math

Analysis in History/Social Studies
Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence
Heart of Algebra

Words in Context
Problem Solving and Data Analysis

Expression of Ideas
Passport to Advanced Math

Standard English Conventions

Reading
Analysis
Writing
PSAT 10™ and PSAT/NMSQT® Scores and Subscores

1. Total Score
   320–1520 Scale

2. Section Scores
   160–760 Scale
   - Evidence-Based Reading and Writing
   - Math

3. Test Scores
   6–36 Scale
   - Reading
   - Writing and Language
   - Math

2. Cross-Test Scores
   6–36 Scale
   - Analysis in History/Social Studies
   - Analysis in Science

7. Subscores
   1–15 Scale
   - Command of Evidence
   - Heart of Algebra
   - Words in Context
   - Problem Solving and Data Analysis
   - Expression of Ideas
   - Passport to Advanced Math
   - Standard English Conventions
## PSAT 8/9™ Scores and Subscores

### Total Score
- 240–1440 Scale

### Section Scores
- Evidence-Based Reading and Writing
- Math

### Test Scores
- Reading
- Writing and Language
- Math

### Cross-Test Scores
- Analysis in History/Social Studies
- Analysis in Science

### Subscores
- Command of Evidence
- Heart of Algebra
- Words in Context
- Problem Solving and Data Analysis
- Expression of Ideas
- Standard English Conventions
Longitudinal Progress Monitoring & Support

Section Scores are placed on a vertical scale.

The same concept holds true for the Test, Cross-Test Scores and Total Score.
PSAT-Related Assessments
Benefits of the PSAT™ 8/9

- Establishes a baseline for college readiness
- Reflects the work students do in school
- Closely aligned to the entire SAT Suite
- Opportunity for free, online personalized practice
- AP Potential connection for 9th graders
- Supports college and career planning
PSAT™ 10 and PSAT/NMSQT®

**PSAT 10**

Test

Administration

Students

National Merit Qualifier

**PSAT/NMSQT**

CollegeBoard
Expanded Scholarship Opportunities
Student Search Service®

- Free program that connects students with colleges and universities
- Students can opt in when they take a College Board test and colleges will send them information

To learn more, visit: sat.org/studentsearch
SAT School Day Opportunity

**WHAT**
A way for schools to offer and administer SAT School Day without a formal contract

**WHEN**
2018-2019
- October 10
- March 6
- March 27
- April 9
- April 23

**HOW**
Operationally similar to the PSAT-related assessments in how tests are ordered and administered
SAT Fee Waiver Benefits

2017-18 School Year

In Arizona, **$595,256** in SAT Fee Waivers were awarded last year, but only **$260,652** were used.

**Free Tests and Free Feedback**
- 2 free SATs, with or without the essay (Grades 11-12)
- 6 free SAT Subject Tests (Grades 9-12)
  - Up to three tests in each of two administrations
- 2 free Question-and-Answer Service (QAS) or Student Answer Service (SAS) reports

**College Application Benefits**
- Unlimited score reports to send to colleges
- Waived application fee at participating colleges
- Free CSS Profile applications to apply for financial aid from participating colleges

**Other Benefits**
- Fee reductions for score verification reports
- No non-U.S. regional fees for free tests (U.S. student testing abroad)
- No late registration fees for free tests (in the U.S. or U.S. territories)
Official SAT® Practice
TIFFANY’S PATH TO SUCCESS

PERSONALIZED LEARNING ROADMAP

TIFFANY

CONTINUOUS PRACTICE

SEND SCORE DATA

COLLEGE BOARD

Khan Academy

OFFICIAL SAT PRACTICE TESTS

WITH SCORING FOR PAPER & PENCIL

POWERED BY SCHOOLS, EDUCATORS, COMMUNITY GROUPS

SUCCESS!
SAT Score Improvements and Official SAT Practice

Number of points gained from PSAT/NMSQT® to SAT® correlated to hours spent practicing

- No hours of Official SAT Practice: ~60 pts. increase
- 6 hours of Official SAT Practice: ~90 pts. increase
- 20 hours of Official SAT Practice: ~115 pts. increase

Based on 250,000 students from the class of 2017, practice advanced students regardless of gender, race, income, and high school GPA.

16,000 students saw gains of 200 points or more.
Khan Academy Coaching Tools

Updates 2018-19

- View cumulative progress and time spent
- Review progress by subject area
- Monitor what type of practice students are completing

All subjects

SAT practice activity

Time: All time  
Showing data starting April 10, 2018

Download CSV
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Reports to Inform Instruction
Benchmarks by Institution Report

Understand how your school compares with district, state, and total group in benchmark attainment
Instructional Planning: Focus Improvement Efforts

- Provides breakout of student performance in section scores, test scores, cross-test scores, and subscores:
  - Need to strengthen skills (red)
  - Approaching benchmark (yellow)
  - Meets or exceeds benchmark (green)
- Lists students in each performance group (school level only)
- Links to state standards aligned to subscores
- Drills through to Question Analysis report

Note: All data are illustrative.
Question Analysis Report Enhancements

- Ability to batch print questions from question analysis
- Users can select one or more questions
- Choose to print all question content, or print just the questions and answer choices
AP Potential

- A free web-based tool for schools that administer the PSAT 8/9, PSAT 10, PSAT/NMSQT, and SAT
- Designed to ensure that no student is overlooked
- Based on proven research

https://appotential.collegeboard.org/
SAT Suite eLearning Modules for Educators

Topics covered include:

• SAT 101
• Understanding College Board Accommodations
• Using the K-12 Score Reporting Portal
• Using Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy

Early Implementation Planning for SAT School Day (available September 2018)
Understanding and Analyzing Student Scores (available for December 2018/Score Week)
Educator Score Release:

• Educators will be able to access their students’ PSAT/NMSQT® scores in the K–12 score reporting portal starting on Dec. 3—a week before students start receiving their scores.

• Mark your calendars for Score Week for Counselors 2018: Dec. 3–7

Student Score Release:

• Students will receive their scores over the course of 3 days, from December 10–12.

• Students will receive an email when their PSAT/NMSQT scores are available to be viewed.
For Parents & Families

- Plan for college
- Learn about the SAT
- FAQ’s
- College planning calendar

https://parents.collegeboard.org/
https://padres.collegeboard.org/